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Maintenance + support Let’s meet up 

How do I know if COGY is for me?
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The CPG generates signals from one 
leg to the other when we walk. 
COGY’s seat and overall design 
enables the spinal cord’s CPG 
to reflexively affect instinctual 
leg movement. 

CPG

How will my legs work?

CPG : Central Pattern Generator

Socially + 
emotionally 
life-enhancing

Try COGY and 
be surpr ised !

COGY is designed for anyone who has 
dif f iculty standing, walking or moving 
their lower body. 

Using COGY for the first 
time is a life changing 
experience.  Just put 
your feet on the pedals 
and let COGY do the rest... 
it’s easy, it’s intuitive and most of 
all it’s fun!  With COGY your legs really 
can still take you where you want to go.

Stroke   CP  Brain Injury
MS  Spinal cord Injury   
Arthritis  Alzheimer’s   
Parkinson’s   ...

COGY is made flexible for individual adjustments (“playlist COGY adjust-
ments” on Youtube). “Rent-to-Purchase program”, “short term rental” 
are available for you to determin your best setting.

CYCLING CHAIR

Get in touch 
with us through 
Email, phone 
etc, for an initial 
assessment.

Easy to maintain, 
your local bike 
shop can help 
you with any
COGY wear+tear

Full support 
7 days a week 
with operation,
maintenance and 
spare parts.

How does 
your lower body 
function? What 
is your everyday 
lifestyle like?

Trial COGY at your 
home, school, work-
place, local park or 
shopping centre!

We love to organise 
occasions for COGY 
users to meet & get out 
and about together.

Fun + safe, Light + transportable

Easily manoeuvrable

Suitable for tight indoor spaces

Stable for outdoor curbs+bumps

Promotes
neuro-
plasticity

Same cardio 
benefits as 
light exercise

Develops 
muscle 
strength 
safely

Key Benefits
of COGY
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